1. _______ Queen of England visited _______ Caribbean last year.
   a) nothing.......the
   b) The............the
   c) The........... nothing

2. Was _______ Columbus the first one to sail cross_______ Atlantic.
   a) Nothing.............the
   b) The.....................the
   c) The................ nothing

3. ______ more you water this plant, ______ faster it will grow.
   a) The...............the
   b) Nothing.............the
   c) Nothing............... nothing

4. They succeeded to reach _______ highest peak of _______ Himalayas.
   a) nothing.............the
   b) the...........the
   c) the............... nothing

5. If you want to travel to______ European country, you just need a valid passport.
   a) nothing
   b) an
   c) a

6. I tried to visit Mrs Hoffmann at _______ home, but she was out.
   a) a
   b) the
   c) nothing

7. Look at _______ sky. The stars are breathtaking, ____________?
   a) the.................isn’t it
   b) nothing...........are they
   c) the................ aren’t they

8. _____ Taj Mahal is _____ beautiful building.
   a) The ... a
   b) A ... nothing
   c) Nothing ... nothing

9. Just give me_____ couple of _____ minutes and I’ll be ready.
   a) the ........... nothing
   b) a ............... nothing
   c) nothing .... the
10. There is one boy in _____ class who hates _____ sweets.
   a) the…. a
   b) nothing … the
   c) the … nothing

11. They told us that Mr York was ______ honourable man.
   a) an
   b) nothing
   c) a

13. Sir Christopher Wren was _____ important architect, ______?
   a) a … wasn’t he
   b) an … didn’t he
   c) an … wasn’t he

   a) the … so
   b) nothing … so
   c) nothing … such

15. I saw _____ Pacific for _____ first time this summer.
   a) nothing … a
   b) the … the
   c) the … nothing

16. If only I _____ win_____ million.
   a) can … a
   b) could … a
   c) could … nothing

17. If Sally _____ not here, she must be at _____ work.
   a) ’s … nothing
   b) nothing … the
   c) ’s … a

18. The meeting lasted for ______ hour and then we went ______ home.
   a) an…… nothing
   b) nothing … the
   c) a … nothing

22. _________for girls ___________ organized on Mondays and Wednesdays.
   a) Gymnastic………..are
   b) Gymnastics………..is
   c) Gymnastics………..are
23. Have you ever stayed at ________________?
   a) a five-star hotel
   b) a five-stars hotel
   c) five-star hotel

24. The theme park is ______________ drive from the hotel ______ the brochure.
   a) a five-minutes……………. in
   b) a five-minute………………in
   c) a five-minute’s…………….on

25. Our company’s premises __________ in ______ Lisbon.
   a) is……………. the
   b) are…………… nothing
   c) are…………… the

26. ______ there anything _____ do in this town?
   a) Isn’t … nothing
   b) Is … for
   c) Isn’t … to

27. We are writing ______ report on Peru and we are looking for ______.
   a) nothing … informations
   b) a … information
   c) a … informations

28. I’d like ______ cup of cappuccino, but is there _____ milk left?
   a) a … any
   b) nothing … some
   c) an … any

29. __________ is very alarming.
   a) This news
   b) These news
   c) Those news

30. _____ you like _____ more cake?
   a) Do ……. any
   b) Would … some
   c) Will …….few

31. I love _____ red roses. Where _____ them?
   a) those … you bought
   b) this …..have you bought
   c) these … did you buy
32. There’s _____ missing in my life. I wonder what _____.
   a) nothing … is it
   b) something … it is
   c) something … is it

33. Sonya gets in_____ trouble and never _____ good decisions.
   a) a lot of … makes
   b) many … makes
   c) many … made

34. There _____ in allhotel suites.
   a) are new furnitures
   b) are a lot of new furniture
   c) is new furniture

35. I’m looking for_____________. Do you know where I can stay?
   a) an accommodation
   b) accommodations
   c) accommodation

36. We’d like_____ on holidays in Wales, please.
   a) some advices
   b) any advices
   c) some advice

37. My luggage __________ still at the hotel. I’d like to get ______ back.
   a) is .......... it
   b) are ..........them
   c) is .......... them

38. The company needs someone with _____ experience _____ management.
   a) an .......... at
   b) nothing … in
   c) an .......... of

39. We’ve taken _____ loads of photos of the amazing _____.
   a) a ...................... scenery
   b) nothing .............scenery
   c) a ...................... sceneries

40. When Christian ______ to Aberdeen, he’ll have to find _____ accommodation.
   a) 'll get ................some
   b) gets ................ some
   c) 'll get ................ any
41. We had so ______________ work to do last week.
a) many  
b) much  
c) few  

42. Is this your ____________? Can you carry ______ yourself?  
a) baggage...............it  
b) baggages.............them  
c) baggage.............them  

43. The scientists have carried out ______________ on air pollution.  
a) a research  
b) any researches  
c) some research  

44. Kevin certainly gave me _____________. I wish ___________it earlier.  
a) a high-quality equipment........had had  
b) some high-quality equipment........had had  
c) a high-quality equipment........had  

46. Mathematics ____________ a science that ____________ with space and numbers.  
a) are…………….. deal  
b) is……………….deals  
c) are………………..deals  

47. The moon is __________ away, but the sun is even __________.  
a) farther................farther  
b) far....................farther  
c) further................far  

48. Nigel has ______ time than he ______________ before this job.  
a) little................did use to  
b) less....................used to  
c) fewer....................used to  

49. ______ expected, her suitcase was not ____________ mine.  
a) As.................so heavy as  
b) Like.................as heavy as  
c) As.................that heavy like  

50. The hotel welcomed ____________guests ___________ last season.  
a) fewer....................than  
b) little....................then  
c) less.....................than
51. Has your brother visited ________ countries ______ you have?
a) as many…………….. like
b) so much ……….. as
c) so many……………...as

52. Please pass the sugar. I would like ________ more.
a) some
b) a few
c) few

53. It is __________ late to cancel the reservation.
a) too much
b) too far
c) much too

54. There __________ been __________ news about George lately.
a) hasn’t …………………many
b) haven’t……………….much
c) hasn’t………………линаu

55. ________ climbers reached the top.
a) The more
b) Most of the
c) Much of

57. We are sure that hardly __________ will accept the offer.
a) nobody
b) no one
c) anybody

58. Excuse me, __________ are not your suitcases. They are __________.
a) these…………...our
b) those ………….ourselves
c ) these…………...ours

59. This is not your ________ boarding pass. Please, give it to the person _______ next to you.
a) your…………….whose
b) yours………..whose
c) your…………… who’s

60. ________ told you not to________ money from the bank was absolutely wrong.
a) Whichever…………lend
b) Whoever…………...borrow
c) Whatever…………..lend
61. No, it is not my bag. It must be _____________.
a) somebody else’s
b) somebody’s else
c) somebody’s else’s

62. Helen is the ___________ girl __________ I have ever met.
a) luckiest ................ which
b) most lucky............. whose
c) luckiest.............. nothing

63. The hotel, _______ was a hundred years old, was very comfortable.
a) that
b) what
c) which

64. Jordan, ___ we went for their vacation, is ___ hot in summer.
a) where ...... pretty
b) that .......... rather
c) that .......... pretty

65. Chedworth is_____ little village _____my kids grew up.
a) a ............. nothing
b) an ........... where
c) a ............ where

66. The gallery, _____ I visited, was described as excellent in_______ guide book.
a) which .......... the
b) that ............ nothing
c) who ............ nothing

67. My sister passed her exams, _____ I found _____.
a) that .......... surprising
b) which .......... surprising
c) which .......... surprised

68. Pete travelled around the UK _____ train, _____ was the best option for him.
a) by ............... which
b) on ............... that
c) with ............. that

69. You need _____ into practice _____ you’ve learnt.
a) to put ............ what
b) putting ............ that
c) put ............... which
70. The visitor centre is the place_____ you pay _____ entrance fee.
   a) when ............ for
   b) that ............... of
   c) where ............ nothing

71. I have everything _____ I need, ____?
   a) that ................. haven’t I?
   b) which ............... needn’t I?
   c) that ................. don’t I?

72. John still doesn’t know _____ say to his friend.
   a) which he will
   b) what he is going to
   c) that he would

74. ___________ he tries, he always fails ____________ on time.
   a) However hard …….to arrive
   b) However hardly……in arriving
   c) However hard……..in arriving

75. The laptop kept ___________ down since it contained ___________ viruses.
   a) to break…………….much too
   b) breaking…………….too much
   c) breaking…………….too many

76. Judy was ___________ to go sightseeing.
   a) too much tired
   b) as tired as
   c) much too tired

77. My father was ___________ when he learned that I _______married in Las Vegas.
   a) shocking …................. got
   b) shocked …................... ’d got
   c) shocked …................... ‘ve got

78. My exam results were ___________
   a) disappointing, weren’t they?
   b) disappointing, aren’t they?
   c) disappointed, were they?

79. It can be very _____ in Paris __________ May.
   a) exciting …....................... on
   b) excited …....................... in
   c) exciting …....................... in
80. The evidence police found _______.
a) were quite upsetting
b) was quite upset
c) was quite upsetting

81. I was very _______ that Simon was resigning.
a) surprised to hear
b) surprising to hear
c) surprised hearing

82. Your idea sounds very ____ I need more details.
a) interested and
b) interesting but
c) interested but

83. The journey _______ train was very _____.
a) on ............ excited
b) by ............ exciting
c) with ...........excited

84. I _______ a film feeling _______ when the phone rang.
a) watched ............amusing
b) was watching ....amused
c) would watch ..... amusing

85. Are you _________ in having __________ fun?
a) interested ...... a little
b) interesting ...... little
c) interesting ...... a little

86. This is the most______ holiday, I _____.
a) amazed .........have ever had
b) amazing ........ have never had
c) amazing ........ have ever had

87. If you want me to understand, you must speak ____________.
a) more clearly
b) clearer
c) clear

88. I would expect a _______ train always to travel ____________.
a) faster............fastly
b) fast............. fast
c) fast............. more fast
89. ________ you book, _________ it will be to find a room.
   a) The earlier………………the easiest
   b) The earliest……………… the easier
   c) The earlier……………… the easier

90. ________ you come, _________ people you'll meet.
   a) The later ......................the less
   b) The later ...................... the fewer
   c) Later .........................fewer

91. I regret not saying __________ that this was the holiday I enjoyed _______ of all.
   a) more clear.................. least
   b) clearer...................... less
   c) more clearly................least

92. According to the report, the new museum attracted _________ visitors __________ planned.
   a) less .... then
   b) fewer .... than
   c) less .... than

93. The show wasn’t ______________ we expected.
   a) so best as
   b) as good as
   c) as better as

94. That’s __________ thing __________ has ever said to me.
   a) most ridiculous ............... anyone
   b) more ridiculous ............... someone
   c) the most ridiculous .......... anyone

95. Which city is _____ from _________ Belgrade?
   a) the furthest .................. the
   b) most furthest ................ the
   c) the furthest ................... nothing

96. The meeting lasted ______________ we expected.
   a) much longer then
   b) too much longer than
   c) much longer than

97. __________ new cultures is one of __________ pleasant things in life.
   a) Meeting … more
   b) Meeting … the most
   c) To meet … more
98. She looks so young! She______fifty!
a) can’t be  
b) mustn’t be  
c) needn’t be

99. I wish the neighbours _______ talk to us in a _______ way.
a) will ................................ friendlier  
b) will ................................. more friendly  
c) would ................................. friendlier

100. ___way to get around in Amsterdam is ___ bicycle.
a) An easy .......... with  
b) The easiest .......... by  
c) The quickest.........through

101. This summer, we’ll go to _____Sweden _____ Denmark.
a) either ............. or  
b) neither ............. either  
c) either ............. nor

102. ___ Phil ___ I like loud music in restaurants.
a) Neither ............ either  
b) Either ............ or  
c) Neither ............ nor

103. _____ he was nervous, Adam _________ all the questions correctly.
a) Even though ...... answered  
b) In spite of ........... has answered  
c) Despite .......... has answered

104. Margaret _________ a tour guide when I first met her.
a) was working as  
b) worked like  
c) had worked like

105. Visiting ___ temple is ___ nothing I have ever done.
a) that ................. as  
b) this ................. like  
c) these ................. like

106. We’ll take our jackets ___ we ___ cold.
a) so as ................. will get  
b) because of ........... get  
c) in case ................. get
107. Your room looks __ a mess! Clean it up, _____?
a) like .................. do you
b) as .................. won’t you
c) like .................. will you

108. __________ her sickness she still wants to go to school.
a) Despite
b) Although
c) However

109. Ian is __ painter, just __ his sister.
a) a .................. like
b) the ............... as
c) a .................. as

110. __ travelling abroad is concerned, I think it’s important _____ careful.
a) As far as ....... to be
b) As regards ..... being
c) As far as ....... being

111. When Joseph and Vivien met, it was love ______ first sight.
a) by
b) in
c) at

112. It was ______ good film that we wanted to see it again.
a) so
b) such
c) such a

113. The cost was advertised__ all-inclusive.__ , we had to pay for meals.
a) as .................. However
b) like ................. Although
c) like ................. But

114. I’m angry _____Ben __ he was late.
a) at .................. because of
b) with ............... because
(c) in .................. because of

115. You are recommended __ the job ______your qualifications.
a) for .................. because
b) for .................. because of
c) at .................. since
116. We’d like to ask you _____ or not you enjoyed _____ your stay with us.
a) if .................. in  
b) if .................. at 
c) whether .......... nothing

117. We haven’t finished our project __________. We __________ have three days.
a) still……………..yet  
b) yet……………..already 
c) yet……………..still

118. Stacey is jealous __________ her friends because they are better _____ spelling.
a) on…………...... in  
b) of……………..at 
c) of……………..in

119. You can rely __________ me, but giving more money is __________ the question.
a) on………….....off  
b) on………….....out of 
c) with…………..off

120. We didn’t arrive __ the station__ 10 a.m.
a) at ................. at  
b) to ................. in 
c) on ................. on

121. We’re setting off __ couple of hours.
a) for  
b) for the  
c) in a

122. I was _____ Buenos Aires _____ three weeks last summer.
a) in ................... for  
b) at ................... in  
c) in ................... on

123. The temperature dropped _____ freezing several times _____ last week.
a) below ............. nothing  
b) under ............. the 
c) below ............. the

124. The meeting will be held __________ 2 pm __________ Friday.
a) in .................. at  
b) at .................. on 
c) on .................. in
125. It will take ______ hour to reach ______ the station.
   a) a.........................at
   b) an.......................nothing
   c) a.........................to

126. Guests should check out _____ midday _____.
   a) by ................. at the latest
   b) until ................. at last
   c) at .................. in the last

127. I _______ in Mexico ____ the time you read this letter.
   a) 'll have arrived .......... by
   b) 've arrived .............. at
   c) 'd have arrived .......... at

128. Have you made ____ plans? I'm going to be in Italy _______ a week.
   a) any ...................... for
   b) some .................... on
   c) any ...................... on

129. I'll be staying _________ my sister ________ studying in London.
   a) at ..................... that's
   b) with ................... who's
   c) to ..................... whose

130. They ___ cancel the flight. It depends ___ the weather.
   a) might .................. on
   b) may .................... about
   c) can ..................... at

131. The next train ____________ platform 2 will be the 5.35 to Leeds.
   a) to arrive at
   b) for arriving to
   c) as to arrive in

132. It was nice ____________ Peter to bring you flowers.
   a) from
   b) of
   c) off

134. OK, I'll meet you _______ 6 pm ________ March 3.
   a) in.........................in
   b) at.........................on
   c) at.........................in
135. She usually __________ newspapers, but today he ____________ to the radio.
a) reads..................is listening
b) reads..................listens
c) is reading...............is listening

136. They usually __________ tomato, but this year they __________ carrots.
a) grow.........................grow
b) are growing...............are growing
c) grow...........................are growing

137. Can you see her? – I ____________, but I ____________ anyone.
a) ’m looking ..................don’t see
b) ’m looking ..............am not seeing
c) looked.........................am not seeing

138. Is your new job __? Yes, it’s good. I ___ to Madrid every month.
a) interesting ..................travel
b) interested ...................’m travelling
c) interesting ..................’m travelling

139. I _______ what Traceysaid about you, but I’m not ______ to tell you.
a) knew ...................... permitting
b) know ...................... permitted
c) ’m knowing ................. permitted

140. You _____________ my mobile. I wish you ________ your own.
a) ’re always borrowing ....... would get
b) always borrow ................ will get
c) always borrowed .............. will get

141. It is a fact that outside temperature ______ night.
a) is dropping in
b) drops at
c) ’ll drop in

142. Sara won’t be able to come to the party, she ______ next weekend.
a) ’s going to skiing
b) goes ski
c) ’s going skiing

143. I __ Jack’s dog this weekend. __ to take it for a walk with me?
a) look after ......................... Do you want
b) am looking after .................. Do you want
c) am looking after ..................... Are you wanting
144. Sophie ___ a meeting, I _____.  
a) has ........................................... ’m believing  
b) ’s having .................................... believe  
c) ’s having .................................... ’m believing  

145. Can you __________ us what this decision __________ on?  
a) tell............................depending  
b) say......................depends  
c) tell......................depends  

146. Carol always__________ the pudding to see __________ enough sugar in it.  
a) ’s tasting............... is there  
b) tastes.................... if there is  
c) ’s tasting..............whether is there  

147. I normally _____ the office early on Fridays, but this Friday I ________ late.  
a) left ......................stay  
b) leave .......... stay  
c) leave .............. ’m staying  

148. Justin ___ ______ a new car last month, and____________ it ever since.  
a) bought .................. has been driving  
b) was buying ............drove  
c) has bought ............ has driven  

149. I __________ for hours and now I am ____________.  
a) ’ve been studying ...... tired  
b) ’ve studied ................... tiring  
c) ’m studying ............ tired  

150. How _____ times _____ to the US?  
a) much .................... has she gone  
b) much ....................did she go  
c) many .....................has she been  

151. I ______ out a lot recently, and it ___________ rather expensive.  
a) have eaten .............. get  
b) have been eating .......’s getting  
c) ate ......................... ’s been getting  

152. What __ recently? – I __________ to Johannesburg many times this year.  
a) have you done ....... ’ve gone  
b) did you do .......... went  
c) have you been doing .... ‘ve been
153. We _______ a new contract, so we need to get _____ a plane to Helsinki.
   a) 've just got ................. on
   b) just got ..................... off
   c) 're just getting ............. by

154. The whole country ____________, I __________ recognise it any more.
   a) has changed .................hardly
   b) changed ..................can
   c) has been changing ......... hard

155. That's the second time you ___________ with a cold ___________.
   a) came down .................this month
   b) 've been coming down ... last month
   c) 've come down ............. this month

156. She seldom ____________ her cousins. She ___________ them for many years.
   a) visits........................haven’t seen
   b) is visiting................. hadn’t seen
   c) visits........................hasn’t seen

157. Gerald ______________ a lot of money since he ___________ Abby.
   a) has spent.....................had met
   b) spent........................... has met
   c) has spent...................met

158. She ______________ hervilla in France for months and she ___________ it yet.
   a) is selling.....................didn’t sell
   b) had been selling............hasn’t sold
   c) has been selling..........hasn’t sold

159. Grace and Dave __________ Berlin three times since they ____________.
   a) visited........................have got engaged
   b) have visited..................got engaged
   c) were visited..................had got engaged

160. I ______________ for twenty minutes _____ the bus arrived.
   a) 'd been waiting ................when
   b) 'd waited .....................for
   c) 'll wait .........................until

161. I ____________ my leg and I ___________ be able to go swimming.
   a) 've been hurting ........... needn’t
   b) hurt ......................... can’t
   c) 've hurt ...................... won’t
162. I tried ________ you yesterday afternoon but you ________.  
a) ringing ...................................have already left  
b) to ring .................................. had already left  
c) ringing .................................. were already leaving

163. When _____ your training course?  
a) have you started  
b) were you starting  
c) did you start

164. ______________ the time we got there, the play ______.  
a) With ............................ started  
b) In ............................... has started  
c) By ............................... had started

165. While I _____ on the beach, I ____ the waves.  
a) was sitting ................ could hear  
b) sat .............................. was hearing  
c) used to sit .................. can hear

166. I ________ my passport and I _____ get on the plane.  
a) lost ............................. needn’t  
b) ’ve lost ........................ can’t  
c) ’ve been losing ...... mightn’t

167. Laura__________ her flight because she__________ her ticket.  
a) had missed ................ lost  
b) missed ...................... had lost  
c) had missed ................ was losing

168. I’m sorry that I ______ here to meet you. How long ___?  
a) wasn’t ...................... have you been waiting?  
b) wasn’t ...................... do you wait?  
c) hasn’t been ................ were you waiting?

169. I _____ in traffic, so by the time I arrived, they __ dancing.  
a) held up ...................... had stopped  
b) was held up .............. had stopped  
c) had held up .............. were stopped

170. ______________ the new colleague yet? He started working _____ last week.  
a) Did you see ................ at  
b) Had you seen ............. in  
c) Have you seen ........... nothing
171. They ___ for hours, when someone __ and asked them about the train.
a) had waiting ..........was stopping
b) had been waiting....stopped
c) were waiting ........had stopped

172. I _____________ to buy a house, but my company __________ bankrupt.
a) wanted ...............gone
b) was wanting ..........went
c) wanted ..............went

173. I’ll ask him to come with us as soon as he __________ lunch.
a) has finished
b) will finish
c) finished

174. Somehow I ___________ that I ___________ that film before.
a) have known........had seen
b) knew...................had seen
c) had known..........have seen

175. When we got to the station we ___________ that the bus __________.
a) realized ..............has already left
b) have realized...... has already left
c) realized.............had already left

176. As we __________ the express, we ______________ on a slow train.
a) have missed........travelled
b) missed..............had travelled
c) had missed.........travelled

177. Luca ____________ driving lessons for two years before he finally__________.
a) has been taking........had passed
b) had been taking........passed
c) was taking...........has passed

178. You can __________ this book from me on Friday. I __________ it by then.
a) lend.................will have read
b) borrow.................will have read
c) lend.........................will be reading

179. I __________ you once I ______________ the B&B.
a) will inform ................book
b) will inform...................will book
c) informed.....................have booked
180. My friend _________ to see me in May. He___________ a plane ticket.
   a) is coming-----------------has already bought
   b) will be coming------------had already bought
   c) comes ------------------already bought

181. Don’t worry __________ your trip. It __________ fine.
   a) about ................... 'll be
   b) of ....................... 's going to be
   c) on ......................... 'sbeing

182. I advise you _____________ me when you _____ to the station.
   a) to call ....................get
   b) call .......................will get
   c) calling ..................would get

183. This time next month, I _____________ on the beach in Majorca.
   a) will have lied
   b) 'm going to lay
   c) 'll be lying

184. We ______________ redecoration __________ Monday.
   a) are finishing ........... at
   b) will have finished ......by
   c) are going to finish ......in

185. In 100 ________ time, people ________ cars any more.
   a) years’ .................... won’t drive
   b) year ........................ aren’t going to drive
   c) years ........................ aren’t driving

186. You ____________ fall over __________ step.
   a) 're going to ................ that
   b) 'd ........................... this
   c) could ...................... these

187. We ______________ five years this July.
   a) have married in
   b) have been married since
   c) 'll have been married for

188. I ______________ off my guests 8 so can we__________ later?
   a) 'll be seeing ................. meet
   b) 'll see ..................... be meeting
   c) 'm seeing .................. have met
189. Jude ______ art history, so he ______ the university tomorrow to get a catalogue.
a) 'll study … visit  
b) 's studying … 'd visit  
c) 's going to study … 's visiting

190. The train ______ at 3 pm, so we ______ be at the station an hour before.
a) leaves ....................need to  
b) leaves..................... must to  
c) is going to leave ........ought

191. The only direct flight ___ at 5 am, ____ means an early start.
a) is going to leave ............that  
b) leaves ...................... which  
c) is leaving ...................what

192. ________ to the airport by train? – No, I ______ a taxi.
a) Are you going ............ 've called   
b) Do you go ................ call  
c) Will you go ............. 've called

193. Hugh __________ carry his wallet like this. It _________ get stolen.
a) can't......................should   
b) mustn't....................may  
c) needn’t.......................ought

194. You ________ do your homework right away. You _________ it later.
a) needn’t.............can do  
b) don’t need.............could do  
c) don’t have to............should've done

195. Look, Joe’s car is still here. He __________ for work yet.
a) couldn’t leave  
b) needn’t have left  
c) can’t have left

196. You _________ the exam, but you didn’t. That’s why you feel_______.
a) should’ve passed........terribly  
b) should pass...............terrible  
c) should’ve passed........terrible

197. What ______ your younger sister like to do when she ___________?
a) shall...............grew up  
b) will...............grew up  
c) will.................grows up
198. You ______________ get up at six if you don’t want to.
   a) don’t need  
   b) needn’t  
   c) didn’t have to

199. Look at that woman. How __________ take my seat?
   a) dare she  
   b) does she dare  
   c) she dares

200. __________ it snow, I will wear my warm boots.
   a) Should  
   b) If it ought  
   c) Would

201. You ________ the room for us, as we are staying with our friends.
   a) needn’t have booked  
   b) must book  
   c) ought not book

202. ________ I carry your case? It’s _____ heavy for you!
   a) Should ……………….. too  
   b) Might ……………….. enough  
   c) Ought ……………….. so

203. _______ you explain what ______ by `facilities`?
   a) Can ……………….. do you mean  
   b) Would ……………….. did you mean  
   c) Could ……………….. you mean

204. The postcard _______ by now.
   a) might have arrived  
   b) ’ll have arrive  
   c) can be arriving

205. Andrew _______ work late so we went out for _______ walk.
   a) hadn’t to ……………….. the  
   b) needn’t ……………….. nothing  
   c) didn’t have to ……… a

206. You ____________ serious. Surely, you didn’t mean what you said last night.
   a) can’t have been  
   b) can’t be  
   c) oughtn’t be
207. His plane _________ by now, but it was announced that it _________ delayed.
a) needed to land.......... will be
b) ought to land.............would be
c) should have landed..........would be

208. Every credit card ______________ on suspicion of fraud.
a) is checking
b) has been checking
c) is being checked

209. This torch ___________ every four years ____________ the ‘Olympic flame’.
a) uses ............... for lighting
b) is used ........... to light
c) was used ........ lights

210. The construction of Notre-Dame __________ by Bishop de Sully in 1163 and the work __________ for nearly 200 years.
a) started .......... continued
b) started ............ was continued
c) was started ........continued

211. The church, which __________ in the 17th century, __________ 90 metres high.
a) constructed .............is
b) was constructed ........is
c) has been constructed ......has been

212. The rose window, which __________ over 700 years ago, ________magnificent.
a) has built ............ will be
b) has been built ...... was
c) was built ............. is

213. The cathedral ________ for regular church services as well as special occasions.
a) is still used
b) still has been used
c) is still using

214. When Dave __________ that house in 1995, it __________ into a B&B.
a) was bought ..........has turned
b) is bought ............has been turned
c) bought ................was turned into

215. The restaurant ________ by Jamie Oliver in 2006, but the bar ________ in 2008.
a) was opened .......... was installed
b) has opened .......... installed
c) opened ................was installed
216. Until 1990, passengers _______ ferry boats. Then the bridge _______.
   a) used ..................was built
   b) were used ............built
   c) have been used ......have built

217. Last year, the fair ________ on Christmas _________.
   a) has been held ...........as a promise
   b) was held ................as promised
   c) holds ...................as promised

218. The hotel _______ with sports facilities, but it ________ wellness centre.
   a) is equipped ..............isn’t contained
   b) equips ....................doesn’t contain
   c) is equipped ..............doesn’t contain

219. The food ______ awful here. You shouldn’t even consider _______ in this place.
   a) is said to be.............to eat
   b) said to be................eating
   c) is said to be.............eating

220. The management ___________ a lot of damage to the company.
   a) is believed causing
   b) is believed to have caused
   c) has believed to cause

221. When ______ the Internet _____?
   a) has ................................been invented
   b) was ................................invented
   c) was ...............................inventing

222. Lunch _____ be in a typical English restaurant, but it was cancelled.
   a) should have
   b) was supposed to
   c) has supposed to

223. What time ______ to land?
   a) are they expected
   b) they will be expected
   c) they are expecting

224. All excursions_______ to be included in the price.
   a) expected
   b) are expected
   c) expect
225. Computers ___ to make everything _____.
a) mean ............ more easy
b) meant ............more easier
c) are meant ..........easier

226. According to the itinerary, we ______ to visit the castle yesterday.
a) supposed
b) were supposed
c) are supposed

227. I ______ an attractive opportunity to work abroad, but I didn't take it.
a) was offering
b) was offered
c) offered

228. Money _______ from MrClark's room while he was having ______ dinner.
a) has been stolen ..........a
b) was stolen ................nothing
c) stole .........................the

229. ____ about the Tube strike? The news ______ an hour ago.
a) Have you heard ........was announced
b) Do you hear .............were announcing
c) Did you hear ..............were announced

230. This machine ______________ to print __________ the tickets.
a) is used .................out
b) uses ......................up
c) is using ....................for

236. I still live with my parents. If I ___________ alone I __________ happier.
a) live..................will feel
b) lived...............would feel
c) had lived...............would feel

237. He ________ souvenirs at the market yesterday if he_________ enough money.
a) would buy..................had had
b) would've bought ..........had had
c) would've bought..........have had

238. ______________ him in time, I would've given him the ticket.
a) If I saw
b) Had I seen
c) If I would see
239. If you ___________ help me, I ___________ be grateful.
a) would've ……would
b) would ………..would
c) couldn't ……….will

240. He doesn't want my advice. If he ___________ it now, he__________ what to do.
a) 'd taken ....................would've known
b) took......................would know
c) 'd taken.....................'d know

241. I wish I ___________ university without finishing my degree, but I had to.
a) hadn't left
b) didn't leave
c) won't leave

242. The tour was so interesting. I wish you ___________ there.
a) were
b) had been
c) would be

243. We could have gone to Bali last year if we ___________ enough money.
a) had
b) had had
c) have had

244. If only we _____ the table at that fancy restaurant yesterday!
a) had reserved
b) reserved
c) would reserve

245. __________ you see Bertha tomorrow, _____________ her this letter, please.
a) Will ................give
b) Should ...............give
c) Could ................'ll give

246. If I _____ time tomorrow, I'll take you sightseeing.
a) have
b) 'll have
c) 'm having

247. I wish someone __________ warn them against __________ noise.
a) would ................making
b) will ................making
c) would .............make
248. If he’d wanted to join us, he _______ me.
   a) should have said
   b) would have said
   c) should have told

249. I’d be grateful if we ________ have a room with _________ sea view.
   a) should .................an
   b) will ..................nothing
   c) could .................a

250. It depends ________ my boss ____________ or not I’ll get a promotion.
   a) on ....................whether
   b) of .....................if
   c) from ...................whether

251. We’d have enjoyed the play more if we __________ better seats.
   a) had
   b) ’d had
   c) ‘ve had

252. If only I ______________ him earlier.
   a) had called
   b) called
   c) would call

253. I wish my guests ____________ tomorrow.
   a) weren’t coming
   b) will not be coming
   c) are not coming

254. If only I ____________ rich.
   a) am
   b) were
   c) will be

255. I really can't stand the manager. I'd rather __________ now.
   a) he quit
   b) he quits
   c) he has quit

256. He is behaving as if he ____________ my boss. Luckily, he is not.
   a) is
   b) were
   c) would be
257. I'd rather our host ________ here with us. I ___________ feel happier.
   a) were...............will
   b) were...............would
   c) is...............would

258. This exhibition is __________ worth ____________.
   a) pretty.................to see
   b) well................seeing
   c) very...............to see

259. It's no use___________ him to join us, he keeps __________us down.
   a) to ask.................to turn
   b) being asked.........to turn
   c) asking...............turning

260. Let's _________ off at 6 am tomorrow morning. I __________ early.
   a) to set................am used to get up
   b) set................used get up
   c) set...............am used to getting up

261. I ______________ breakfast.
   a) am not used to having
   b) am not used to have
   c) used to having

262. She was accused __________ in the exam. She said her friends __________ it.
   a) of cheating..............do
   b) for cheating...........to do
   c) to cheat................to do

263. We regret ___________ all the visitors that this section ____________ for redecoration.
   a) to inform.................will be closed
   b) informing................would close
   c) having informed.........will close

264. Nelly admitted ________ the room ________ clean it.
   a) entering................in order to
   b) enter................so as
   c) to enter................in order

265. Although we planned ___________ on a holiday soon, we delayed
   ____________ until next season.
   a) to go...............leaving
   b) going...............leaving
   c) going.............to leave
266. The phone kept ____________, while the travel agent was busy ___________ an e-mail.
   a) ringing………….. to write
   b) ringing………….. writing
   c) to ring………….. writing

267. We’re all looking forward ______ this boring job.
   a) to finish
   b) finishing
   c) to finishing

268. Bruce suggested ______ the contract as ________ as possible.
   a) signing … soon
   b) to sign … sooner
   c) us to sign … soon

269. I hate ____ someone ____ garbage in the street.
   a) to see .............. to throw
   b) seeing .............. to throw
   c) seeing .............. throwing

270. ______ plan is _____ first and then go out.
   a) A ................. eat
   b) The ................. to eat
   c) Nothing ........... eating

271. There’s no time _______. We _____ act now!
   a) for wasting ....... have to
   b) to waste ........... must
   c) waste ............. should

272. Would you like ____ a break? You look ____.
   a) taking .............. tired
   b) to take ............ exhausted
   c) to take ............. exhausting

273. It is an excellent suggestion. Let’s _______ it, ________?
   a) to do ................ won’t we
   b) do ................ shall we
   c) do ................ are we

274. It’s impossible ___ someone _____ their mind.
   a) making ............. changing
   b) to make ............ change
   c) to make ............ to change
275. They chose _____ let him _______ to a university abroad.
   a) not to ..................to go
   b) to ......................to go
   c) not to ..................go

276. I prefer _____ English.
   a) speaking to writing
   b) to speak than to write
   c) speaking than writing

277. All of them _______________ the result of the match.
   a) were interesting in
   b) were interested in
   c) were interested for

284. The magician performed __________ tricks and the audience was__________.
   a) astonished ....................impressing
   b) astonished........................impressed
   c) astonishing........................impressed

286. Bob asked me _____________ help him with his history project.
   a) if I will
   b) could I
   c) if I would

287. Stuart begged Carla __________ complain about the desert.
   a) that she doesn't
   b) that she didn't
   c) not to

288. Belinda promised she ___________ me but she didn't.
   a) 'll call
   b) 'd call
   c) called

289. They warned us it _____ be hot in Jordan.
   a) would
   b) will
   c) can

290. Your advertisement __________ that all suites __________ a TV.
   a) states..................are having
   b) stated..................would have
   c) have stated...........will have
291. In your email you asked how _____________.
   a) Lisa was doing  
   b) was Lisa doing  
   c) did Lisa do

292. The old lady wanted to know where _______________.
   a) the train station was  
   b) was the train station  
   c) the train station is

293. We all wondered how old _____________.
   a) was he  
   b) is he  
   c) he was

294. She could not tell ____________ on a cruise.
   a) whether Daniel has ever been  
   b) if Daniel had ever been  
   c) if Daniel did ever go

295. Cynthia asked me why ____________ for the job of a tour rep.
   a) did I apply  
   b) I had applied  
   c) I apply

296. Maria wanted to know how _______________.
   a) the air-conditioner works  
   b) the air-conditioner has worked  
   c) the air-conditioner worked

297. The travel agent told me he ______________ to his manager yet.
   a) hasn’t talked  
   b) wasn’t talking  
   c) hadn’t talked

298. He promised to help me if I ______________ well.
   a) behave  
   b) behaved  
   c) have behaved

299. He asked Michelle when ______________ the Zoo.
   a) has she visited  
   b) did she visit  
   c) she had visit
302. Harry must fill up the booking form again, and _____________.
a) either you must
b) so must you
c) so you must

305. No matter how much _____________ her, she refuses to be friends.
a) do I like her
b) have I liked
c) I like

306. I can’t eat another piece of this cake. - _________________.
a) Nor can I
b) I can’t, too
c) I can, either

307. I can’t speak Italian. - _________________.
a) Neither I can
b) Me neither
c) Neither can’t I

309. Can you tell me how much ________________ to spend per day? – 200 dollars.
a) do you plan
b) you plan
c) did you plan

310. Brian doesn’t know how long _____________ to get to New Delhi.
a) has it taken
b) does it take
c) it takes

311. Do you know what ________________?
a) does enigmatic mean
b) enigmatic means
c) is enigmatic meaning

312. I don’t know where _________________.
a) the theatre is
b) is the theatre
c) is theatre

313. Could you tell me ________________ with?
a) who did you travel
b) who do you travel
c) who you travelled
314. You haven’t told me why ___________ to see me.
   a) have you come
   b) do you come
   c) you’ve come

315. I wonder __________ provide us with __________ on the catering services.
   a) if you could ………..information
   b) could you ………………..informations
   c) do you …………………..information

316. Young people should focus ________.
   a) on what their parents suggest
   b) to what are their parents suggesting
   c) at what do their parents suggest

317. Could you tell me when ______________?
   a) closes the museum
   b) the museum closes
   c) does the museum close

318. She wants to know ____________.
   a) who’s map is this
   b) whose map was this
   c) whose map this is

319. I don’t understand what __________.
   a) it means
   b) it is meaning
   c) it does mean

320. Could you tell me when ______________?
   a) does the London plane land
   b) is the London plane taking off
   c) the London plane takes off